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A Used NMEA Sentences Data 
The following paragraphs define the sentences that can be decoded by the model 
Smart_control model S-function. 
Null fields indicate no change in the particular configuration parameter. All sentences in 
GPS sensor must be terminated with <CR><LF>, ASCII characters for carriage return (0D 
hexadecimal) and line feed (0A hexadecimal).  
The checksum, “*hh” field, is used for parity checking data. The parity bytes (hh) are 
ASCII representation of the exclusive-or (XOR) sum of all the characters between “$” and 
“*” character, non-inclusive. The hex representationmust be a capital letter.  
A.1 GPRMC 
Recommended Minimum Specific GPS/TRANSIT Data (RMC).  
$GPRMC,<1>,<2>,<3>,<4>,<5>,<6>,<7>,<8>,<9>,M,<10>,M,<11>,<12>*hh<CR><LF> 
<1> UTC time of Position fix, hhmmss format 
<2> Latitude, ddmm.mmmmm format (leading zeros will be transmitted) 
<3> Latitude Hemisphere, N or S 
<4> Longitude, dddmm.mmmm format (leading zeros will be transmitted) 
<5> Longitude Hemisphere, E or W 
<6> GPS quality indicator (0 = fix not available; 1=GPS Non-differential fix available; 
2=Differential GPS (WAAS) fix available, 6 = estimated. 
<7> Number of satellites in use, 00 to 12 (leading zeros will be transmitted) 
<8> Horizontal dilution of position, 0.5 to 99.9 
<9> Antenna altitude above/below mean sea level  (geoid), -9999.9 to 9999.9 meters 
<10> Geoidal height (Diff. between WGS-84 earth ellipsoid and mean sea level) 
<11> Null (Differential GPS) 
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A.2 GPGGA 
Global Positioning System Fix Data (GGA).  
$GPGGA,<1>,<2>,<3>,<4>,<5>,<6>,<7>,<8>,<9>,M,<10>,M,<11>,<12>*hh<CR><LF> 
<1> UTC time of Position fix, hhmmss format 
<2> Latitude, ddmm.mmmmm format (leading zeros will be transmitted) 
<3> Latitude Hemisphere, N or S 
<4> Longitude, dddmm.mmmm format (leading zeros will be transmitted) 
<5> Longitude Hemisphere, E or W 
<6> GPS quality indicator (0 = fix not available; 1=GPS Non-differential fix available; 
2=Differential GPS (WAAS) fix available, 6 = estimated. 
<7> Number of satellites in use, 00 to 12 (leading zeros will be transmitted) 
<8> Horizontal dilution of position, 0.5 to 99.9 
<9> Antenna altitude above/below mean sea level  (geoid), -9999.9 to 9999.9 meters 
<10> Geoidal height (Diff. between WGS-84 earth ellipsoid and mean sea level) 
<11> Null (Differential GPS) 
<12> Null (Differential Reference Station ID) 
A.3 GPGSA 
GPS DOP and active satellites.  
$GPGSA,<1>,<2>,<3>,<3>,<3>,<3>,<3>,<3>,<3>,<3>,<3>,<3>,<3>,<3>,<4>,<5>,<6>*hh<CR><LF> 
<1> Mode, M = manual, A = Automatic 
<2> Fix type, 1 = not available, 2 = 2D, 3 = 3D 
<3> PRN number, 01 to 32, of satellite used in solution, up to 12 transmitted. (leading 
zeros will be transmitted) 
<4> Position dilution of precision, 0.5 to 99.9 
<5> Horizontal dilution of precision, 0.5 to 99.9 
<6> Vertical dilution of precision, 0.5 to 99.9 
A.4 GPVTG 
Track made good and ground speed.  
$GPVTG,<1>,T,<2>,M,<3>,N,<4>,K,<5>*hh<CR><LF> 
<1> True course over ground, 000 to 359 degrees (leading zeros will be transmitted) 
<2> Magnetic course over ground, 000 to 359 degrees (leading zeros will be transmitted) 
<3> Speed over ground, 000.0 to 999.9 knots (leading zeros will be transmitted) 
<4> Speed over ground, 0000.0 to 1851.8 kilometers per hour (leading zeros will be 
transmitted) 
<5> Mode indicator (only output if NMEA 0183 version 2.30 active), A = Autonomous, D = 
Differential, E = Estimated, N = Data not valid 
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B Message Information 
B.1 BMS CAN Network 
The Following tables show the layout and the information contained in each message sent in the 
Energy CAN Network  
BMS_2_ONBC_1 
Message Name BMS_2_ONBC_1 ID (hex) 0x1806E5F4 
Transmitter BMS Cycle time 1000ms 
Receiver BMS_GW DLC 8 bytes 






























































































































Table B.1: BMS_2_ONBC_1 layout. 
U_MAX_CHARGE_LIMIT_BMS:  Maximum allowable charging voltage set in the BMS. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.1 0 [V] 
I_MAX_CHARGE_LIMIT_BMS:  Maximum allowable charging current set in the BMS 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.1 0 [A] 
FLAG_CHARGER_ENABLED_BMS Shows if the Charger is Enabled. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
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BMS_2_ONBC_2 
This message is multiplexed. Every 1000ms a message is sent with only one of the pages 
that are shown in the following tables. Therefore, the information contained in one page is 
updated only every 5 seconds. 
Message Name BMS_2_ONBC_2 ID (hex) 0x1806E6F4 
Transmitter BMS Cycle time 1000ms 
Receiver BMS_GW DLC 8 bytes 
PAGE 1 
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Table B.2: BMS_2_CHARGER_OVER_DS1_2 layout  
PAGE 1 
U_MAX_CHARGE_LIMIT_BMS_MULT1:  Maximum allowed charging voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.1 0 [V] 
I_MAX_CHARGE_LIMIT_BMS_MULT1:  Maximum allowed charging current. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.1 0 [A] 
FLAG_CHARGER_ENABLED_BMS This flag shows if the Charger is Enabled. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit - Unsigned 0 Enabled Disabled 
I_MAX_DISCHCUR_LIMIT_BMS_MULT1:  Maximum allowable charging current set in the BMS 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 10 0 [A] 
PAGE 2 
Q_BAT_NOMINAL_BMS_MULT2:  Nominal Battery Power. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.1 0 [Ah] 
Q_BAT_BMS_MULT2:  Actual battery Power. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.1 0 [Ah] 
U_CELL_MAX_LIMIT_BMS_MULT2:  Maximum allowable single cell voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 1 0 [mV] 
N_CELLS_BMS_MULT2:  Number of cells in the battery pack. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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PAGE 3 
U_CELL_MAX_BMS_MULT3:  Maximum measured cell voltage (maximum value of the 30 
cells). 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 1 0 [mV] 
U_CELL_MIN_BMS_MULT3:  Minimum measured cell voltage (minimum value of the 30 cells). 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 1 0 [mV] 
U_CELL_MIN_LIMIT_BMS_MULT3:  Minimum allowable cell voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 1 0 [mV] 
FLAG_CELL_UNDERVOLTAGE_BMS_ 
MULT3: 
This flags activates when at least one cell voltage is below the 
limit specified in U_CELL_MIN_LIMIT_BMS_MULT3. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert 
FLAG_CELL_OVERVOLTAGE_BMS_ 
MULT3: 
This flags activates when at least one cell voltage is over the 
limit specified in U_CELL_MAX_LIMIT_BMS_MULT2. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert 
PAGE 4 
U_BAT_HV_BMS_MULT4:  Output Voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.1 0 [V] 
I_BAT_HV_BMS_MULT4:  Output Current. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.1 0 [A] 
SOC_BMS_MULT4:  State of Charge of the Battery in percentage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 1 0 [%] 
T_MODULE_MAX_BMS_MULT4:  Maximum measured battery cell temperature. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 1 -100 [ºC] 
T_MODULE_MIN_BMS_MULT4:  Minimum measured battery cell temperature. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 1 -100 [ºC] 
PAGE 5 
N_CELLS_BMS_MULT5:  Number of cells in the battery pack. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.1 0 [V] 
ALL PAGES 
PAGE_BMS:  Contains the value of each page of the multiplexed message: 1 for page 1, 2 for page 2, and so on. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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BMS_BROADCAST1  
Message Name BMS_BROADCAST1 ID (hex) 0x18C0EFF4 
Transmitter BMS Cycle time 1000ms 
Receiver BMS_GW DLC 8 bytes 




























































































































Table B.3: BMS_BROADCAST1 layout 
U_BAT_HV_BMS_BC1:  HV battery voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.1 0 [V] 
I_BAT_HV_BMS_BC1:  Maximum allowable charging current set in the BMS 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.1 0 [A] 
SIGN_I_BMS_BC1: Shows if the battery is charging or discharging. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit - Unsigned 0 Charging Discharging 
T_MODULE_MAX_BMS_BC1:  Maximum allowable charging current set in the BMS 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.1 0 [A] 
SOC_BMS_BC1:  Maximum allowable charging current set in the BMS 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.1 0 [A] 
FLAG_CELL_OVERVOLTAGE_ 
BMS_BC1: 
Alerts when there is at least once cell over the minimum cell 
voltage limit. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (48) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert 
FLAG_CELL_UNDERVOLTAGE_ 
BMS_BC1: 
Alerts when there is at least once cell below the minimum cell 
voltage limit. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (49) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert 
FLAG_PEAK_DISCHG_CURRENT_ 
BMS_BC1: Alerts when there is current peak discharge over the limit. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (50) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert 
FLAG_MODULE_OVERTEMP_ 
BMS_BC1: Alerts when battery module overtemperature is detected. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (51) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert 
FLAG_COM_FAILURE_BMS_BC1: Alerts when a communication failure between BMS and Battery pack is detected. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
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BMS_BROADCAST2 
Message Name BMS_BROADCAST2 ID (hex) 0x18C1F3F4 
Transmitter BMS Cycle time 1000ms 
Receiver BMS_GW DLC 8 bytes 





























































































































Table B.4: BMS_BROADCAST2 Layout 
U_BAT_HV_BMS_BC2:  HV battery voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.1 0 [V] 
U_CELL_MAX_BMS_BC2:  Battery cells maximum measured voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 1 0 [mV] 
U_CELL_MIN_BMS_BC2:  Battery cells minimum measured voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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BMS_BROADCAST3 
Message Name BMS_BROADCAST3 ID (hex) 0x18C2F3F4 
Transmitter BMS Cycle time 1000ms 
Receiver BMS_GW DLC 8 bytes 



























































































































Table B.5: BMS_BROADCAST3 Layout 
SOC_BMS_BC3:  SOC battery pack. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 1 0 [%] 
T_MODULE_MAX_BMS_BC3:  Maximum battery cells measured temperature. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 1 -100 [ºC] 
T_MODULE_MIN_BMS_BC3:  Minimum battery cells measured temperature. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 1 0 [mV] 
FLAG_CELL_VOLTAGE_ERROR 
_BC3: 
Flag that activates when there is voltage error in at least one 
cell of the battery pack. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (32) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert(Failure) 
N_CELL_MAX_U_BMS_BC3:  Number of battery cells with the maximum measured voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 1 0 [-] 
N_CELL_MIN_U_BMS_BC3:  Number of battery cells with the minimum measured voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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ONBC_2_BMS_1 
Message Name ONBC_2_BMS_1 ID (hex) 0x18FF50E5 
Transmitter ONBC Cycle time 1000ms 
Receiver BMS_GW DLC 8 bytes 






























































































































Table B.6: ONBC_2_BMS_1 Layout 
U_ONBC_OUT  Charger Reference Voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.1 0 [V] 
I_ONBC_OUT:  Charger Reference Current. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.1 0 [A] 
FLAG_HARDWARE_FAILURE_ONBC: Flag that activates when there is a hardware failure in a 
charging station. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (32) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert(Failure) 
FLAG_OVERTEMP_ONBC: This Flag activates when an overheat is detected on the 
charger. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (33) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert 
FLAG_INPUT_VOLTAGE_ERROR_ 
ONBC::  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (34) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert 
FLAG_STARTING_STATE_ONBC:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (35) - Unsigned 0 ON OFF 
FLAG_COM_FAILURE_ONBC: This Flag activates when a communication failure between 
car and charging station is detected. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
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ONBC_2_BMS_2 
Message Name ONBC_2_BMS_2 ID (hex) 0x18FF51E5 
Transmitter ONBC Cycle time 1000ms 
Receiver BMS_GW DLC 8 bytes 




























































































































Table B.7: ONBC_2_BMS_2 Layout  
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B.2 DRIVE CAN Network 
DS2_2_INVERTER_1 
Message Name DS2_2_INVERTER_1 ID (hexadecimal) 0x100 
Transmitter DS1 Cycle time 50 ms 
Receiver Inverter_GW DLC 8 bytes 































































































































Table B.8: DS2_2_INVERTER_1 Layout  
FW_BASE_SPEED:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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INVERTER_2_DS1_1 
Message Name INVERTER_2_DS1_1 ID (hexadecimal) 0x110 
Transmitter Inverter_GW Cycle time 50 ms 
Receiver DS1 DLC 8 bytes 




























































































































Table B.9: INVERTER_2_DS1_1 layout. 
MOTOR_RPM:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Signed 0 1 0 [rpm] 
THROTTLE_COMMAND:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Signed 0 0.003052 0 [%] 
BRAKE_COMMAND:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Signed 0 0.003052 0 [%] 
MOTOR_TORQUE:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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INVERTER_2_DS1_2 
Message Name INVERTER_2_DS1_2 ID (hexadecimal) 0x111 
Transmitter Inverter_GW Cycle time 50 ms 
Receiver DS1 DLC 8 bytes 




























































































































Table B.10: INVERTER_2_DS1_2 layout. 
FREQUENCY:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Signed 0 0.0167 0 [Hz] 
CURRENT_RMS:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Signed 0 0.1 0 [A (rms)] 
MOTOR_TEMPERATURE:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Signed 0 0.1 0 [ºC] 
CONTROLLER_TEMPERATURE:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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INVERTER_2_DS1_3 
Message Name INVERTER_2_DS1_3 ID (hexadecimal) 0x112 
Transmitter Inverter_GW Cycle time 50 ms 
Receiver DS1 DLC 8 bytes 




























































































































Table B.11: INVERTER_2_DS1_3 layout. 
FREQUENCY:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Signed 0 0.0167 0 [Hz] 
CURRENT_RMS:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Signed 0 0.1 0 [A (rms)] 
MOTOR_TEMPERATURE:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Signed 0 0.1 0 [ºC] 
CONTROLLER_TEMPERATURE:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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ACC1 
Message Name ACC1 ID (hexadecimal) 0x130 
Transmitter ACC Cycle time 10 ms 
Receiver DS1 DLC 8 bytes 
















Byte 1 15 MSB 14  13  12  11  10  9  
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Table B.12: ACC1 layout  
PSIP1:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Unsigned 0 0.005 -163 [%] 
CLU_STAT:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
4 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [-] 
PSIP1_STAT:  . 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
4 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [-] 
PSIP_EXT_STAT:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [-] 
AY1:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Unsigned 0 0.0001274 -4.17464 [g] 
ACC1_MSG_CNT:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
4 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [-] 
AY1_STAT:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
4 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [-] 
ACC1_CRC:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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ACC2 
Message Name ACC2 ID (hexadecimal) 0x131 
Transmitter ACC Cycle time 10 ms 
Receiver DS1 DLC 8 bytes 
















Byte 1 15 MSB 14  13  12  11  10  9  
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Table B.13: ACC2 Layout  
PSIP1:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Unsigned 0 0.125 -4096 [º/s2] 
ACC2_RES:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
4 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [-] 
PSIPP_STAT:  . 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
4 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [-] 
ACC2_RES:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [-] 
AX1:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Unsigned 0 0.0001274 -4.17464 [g] 
ACC2_MSG_CNT:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
4 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [-] 
AX1_STAT:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
4 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [-] 
ACC2_CRC:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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CANSAS1_1 
Message Name CANSAS1_1 ID (hexadecimal) 0x250 
Transmitter CANSAS1 Cycle time 20 ms 
Receiver DS1 DLC 8 bytes 




























































































































Table B.14: CANSAS1_1 layout. 
CANSAS_THROTTLE_SENS:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Signed 0 6.1037×10-5 0 [V] 
CANSAS_BRAKE_SENS:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Signed 0 6.1037×10-5 0 [V] 
U_AC:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Signed 0 0.0021363 195 [V (rms)] 
U_BAT_LV:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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CANSAS1_2 
Message Name CANSAS1_2 ID (hexadecimal) 0x251 
Transmitter CANSAS1 Cycle time 250 ms 
Receiver DS1 DLC 8 bytes 




























































































































Table B.15: CANSAS1_2 layout. 
T_INTERIOR:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Signed 0 0.0108671 0 [ºC] 
T_AMBIENT:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Signed 0 0.0108671 0 [ºC] 
T_DCDC:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Signed 0 0.0108671 195 [ºC] 
T_ONBC:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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CORREVIT_1 
Message Name CORREVIT_1 ID (hexadecimal) 0x260 
Transmitter CORREVIT Cycle time 4 ms 
Receiver DS1 DLC 8 bytes 




























































































































Table B.16: CORREVIT_1 layout. 
TIMESTAMP_SF2:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [-] 
LVL_SF2:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Unsigned 0 0.036 0 [km/h] 
DISTANCE_SF2:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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CORREVIT_2 
Message Name CORREVIT_2 ID (hexadecimal) 0x260 
Transmitter CORREVIT Cycle time 4 ms 
Receiver DS1 DLC 6 bytes 





























































































Table B.17: CORREVIT_2 layout. 
LONGITUDINAL_SPEED_SF2:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Unsigned 0 0.036 0 [km/h] 
LATERAL_SPEED_SF2:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Signed 0 0.036 0 [km/h] 
ANGLE_SF2:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Signed 0 0.01 0 [º] 
CORREVIT_3 
Message Name CORREVIT_3 ID (hexadecimal) 0x600 
Transmitter CORREVIT Cycle time 4 ms 
Receiver DS1 DLC 8 bytes 


























































































































Table B.18: CORREVIT_3 layout. 
SERIAL_NUMBER_SF2:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
24 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [-] 
SENSOR_NUMBER_SF2:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [-] 
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Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Intel Signed 0 1 0 [ºC] 
LED_CURRENT_SF2:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Intel Unsigned 0 0.01 0 [A] 
STST_BIT_SF2:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (48) - Unsigned 0 Ok Failure 
SELFTEST_FLAG_SF2:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (49) - Unsigned 0 Ok Failure 
SENSOR_OK_SF2:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (50) - Unsigned 0 Ok Failure 
TEMPERATURE_OK_SF2:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (51) - Unsigned 0 Ok Failure 
OPTICS_OK_SF2:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (52) - Unsigned 0 Ok Failure 
CURRENT_LOW_HIGH_SF2:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (53) - Unsigned 0 Low High 
CURRENT_OK_SF2:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (54) - Unsigned 0 Ok Failure 
POWER_SUPPLY_OK_SF2:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (55) - Unsigned 0 Ok Failure 
LED_CAL_SF2:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (56) - Unsigned 0 Ok Failure 
LED_STATUS_SF2:  
Length Format Type Initial value Value 0 Value 1 Value 2 Value 3 
2 bits (57-58) - Unsigned 0 LED Off LED On LED blinking -- 
V25_OK_SF2:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (59) - Unsigned 0 Ok Failure 
V33_OK_SF2:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (60) - Unsigned 0 Ok Failure 
VEE_OK_SF2:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (61) - Unsigned 0 Ok Failure 
VDD_OK_SF2:  
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Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (62) - Unsigned 0 Ok Failure 
SMART_WHEEL_SPEEDS 
Message Name SMART_WHEEL_SPEEDS ID (hex) 0x300 
Transmitter SMART_GW (ABS_ESP) Cycle time 20ms 
Receiver DS1 DLC 8 bytes 




























































































































Table B.19: SMART_WHEEL_SPEEDS Layout. 
N_WHEEL_F_R:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.5 0 [rpm] 
N_WHEEL_F_L:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.5 0 [rpm] 
N_WHEEL_R_R:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.5 0 [rpm] 
N_WHEEL_R_L:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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SMART_ESP_BRAKE 
Message Name SMART_ESP_BRAKE ID (hex) 0x301 
Transmitter ABS_ESP Cycle time 20ms 
Receiver Kombi, EDG, SMART_GW DLC 8 bytes 






























































































































Table B.20: SMART_ESP_BRAKE Layout. 
Anzeige_ABS:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (0) - Unsigned 0 Aus (off) Ein (on) 
Bremslichtschalter:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (2) - Unsigned 0 Aus (off) Ein (on) 
Anzeige_ESP: Mennekes selected phases. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (6) - Unsigned 0 Aus (off) Ein (on) 
Anzeige_ESP_blinkt: Displays if Schuko charger is supported.  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (7) - Unsigned 0 Aus (off) Ein (on) 
Geschwindigkeit:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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ESP_STEERING_ANGLE 
Message Name ESP_ STEERING_ANGLE ID (hex) 0x302 
Transmitter SMART_GW Cycle time 10ms 
Receiver DS1 DLC 8 bytes 






























































































































Table B.21: ESP_STEERING_ANGLE layout. 
STEERING_ANGLE:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Intel Unsigned 0 0.04375 0 [º] 
STEERING_DIR_BIT1:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (15) Intel Unsigned 0 link (left) rechts (right) 
STEERING_ANGLE_RATE:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Intel Unsigned 0 0.04375 0 [º/s] 
STEERING_DIR_BIT2: Mennekes selected phases. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
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ECU_GEARBOX 
Message Name ECU_GEARBOX ID (hex) 0x311 
Transmitter SMART_GW Cycle time 20ms 
Receiver DS1 DLC 8 bytes 




























































































































Table B.22: ECU_GEARBOX layout. 
GEAR:  Gear display 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [-] 
DISPLAY_BATTERY: Battery display 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (9) - Unsigned 0 Aus (off) Ein (on) 
DISPLAY_PREHEATER: Preheater display 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (13) - Unsigned 0 Aus (off) Ein (on) 
DISPLAY_ENGINE_CONTROL: Engine control display 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (14) - Unsigned 0 Aus (off) Ein (on) 
DISPLAY_OIL_PRESSURE: Oil pressure display 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (15) - Unsigned 0 Aus (off) Ein (on) 
DISPLAY_SPEED:  Speed display 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Intel Unsigned 0 25 0 [1/min] 
TANK_LEVEL:  Fuel Tank level 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 1 0 [-] 
ENGINE_TEMPERATURE:  Engine Temperature 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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 SMART_ESP_LATERAL_ACC 
Message Name SMART_ESP_LATERAL_ACC ID (hex) 0x320 
Transmitter SMART_GW Cycle time 20ms 
Receiver DS1 DLC 8 bytes 




























































































































Table B.23: SMART_ESP_LATERAL_ACC layout. 
MMOTSE_EIN:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (10) - Unsigned 0 Aus (off) Ein (on) 
MMOTSR_EIN:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (11) - Unsigned 0 Aus (off) Ein (on) 
TM_AUS:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (12) - Unsigned 0 Aus (off) Ein (on) 
ESP_OK:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (13) - Unsigned 0 Aus (off) Ein (on) 
ESP_AUS:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (13) - Unsigned 0 Aus (off) Ein (on) 
MMOTSR:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.04375 0 [-] 
MMOTSE:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 -40 [ºC] 
toggle:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (9) - Unsigned 0 Aus (off) Ein (on) 
AY_B:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.1 -12.7 [m/s2] 
AY_mess:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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SMART_LIGHTS 
Message Name SMART_LIGHTS ID (hex) 0x340 
Transmitter SMART_GW Cycle time 20ms 
Receiver DS1 DLC 8 bytes 




























































































































Table B.24: SMART_LIGHTS layout. 
FLAG_DOOR_LOCKED_L: Driver door locked 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (0) - Unsigned 0 Offen (open) Geschlossen (closed) 
FLAG_HANDBRAKE: Hand brake 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (1) - Unsigned 0 Aus (off) Ein (on) 
IGNITION: Starter relay 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (2) - Unsigned 0 Aus (off) Ein (on) 
FLAG_FLASHER_R: Right indicator 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (4) - Unsigned 0 Aus (off) Ein (on) 
FLAG_FLASHER_L: Left indicator 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (5) - Unsigned 0 Aus (off) Ein (on) 
FLAG_PARKING_LIGHT: Status light 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (6) - Unsigned 0 Aus (off) Ein (on) 
FLAG_DOOR_LOCKED_R: Passenger door closed 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (7) - Unsigned 0 Offen (open) Geschlossen (closed) 
CLIMA:  Air conditioning 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
2 bits Motorola Signed 0 1 0 [-] 
VENTILATION: Ventilator 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (10) - Unsigned 0 Aus (off) Ein (on) 
FLAG_REAR_WINDOW_HEATER: Rear window defroster 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (11) - Unsigned 0 Aus (off) Ein (on) 
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Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
24 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 1 0 [km] 
SMART_KI_SHIFTPADDLE 
Message Name SMART_KI_SHIFTPADDLE ID (hex) 0x341 
Transmitter SMART_GW Cycle time 25ms 
Receiver DS1 DLC 8 bytes 































































































































Table B.25: SMART_KI_SHIFTPADDLE layout. 
VELOCITY_2:  Speed 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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ECU_CLUTCH 
Message Name ECU_CLUTCH ID (hex) 0x350 
Transmitter SMART_GW Cycle time 20ms 
Receiver DS1 DLC 8 bytes 
















































































































Table B.26: ECU_CLUTCH layout. 
SPEED:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Unsigned 0 25 0 [1/min] 
GEAR_ENGAGED:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
4 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [-] 
GEAR_PRESELECTED:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
4 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [-] 
CLUTCH:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
6 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [-] 
FCOD:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [-] 
MSR_Q:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (48) - Unsigned 0 Aus (off) Ein (on) 
ASR_Q:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
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ECU_ENGINE 
Message Name ECU_ENGINE ID (hex) 0x351 
Transmitter SMART_GW Cycle time 20ms 
Receiver DS1 DLC 8 bytes 


























































































































Table B.27: ECU_ENGINE layout. 
DRAG_TORQUE:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Intel Unsigned 0 0.5 0 [Nm] 
MOTOR_TORQUE:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Intel Unsigned 0 0.5 0 [Nm] 
MAX_MOTOR_TORQUE:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Intel Unsigned 0 0.5 0 [Nm] 
MIN_MOTOR_TORQUE:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Intel Unsigned 0 0.5 0 [Nm] 
REFERENCE_TORQUE:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Intel Unsigned 0 0.5 0 [Nm] 
THROTTLE_PEDAL:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Intel Unsigned 0 0.4 0 [%] 
NMOTQ:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (48) - Unsigned 0 0 1 
ZVW_Q:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (49) - Unsigned 0 0 1 
 GEAR_N_R_1:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
3 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [-] 
BRAKE_SWITCH:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
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SMART_INSTRUMENT_CLUSTER 
Message Name SMART_INSTRUMENT_CLUSTER ID (hex) 0x360 
Transmitter SMART_GW Cycle time 500ms 
Receiver DS1 DLC 7 bytes 













































































































Table B.28: SMART_INSTRUMENT_CLUSTER layout. 
AMBIENT_TEMP:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 -40 [ºC] 
DAILY_KILOMETERS:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
24 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [km] 
TANK_CAPACITY:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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B.3 ENERGY CAN Network  
The Following tables show the layout and the information contained in each message sent in the 
Energy CAN Network  
BMS_2_CHARGER_OVER_DS1_1 
Message Name BMS_2_CHARGER_OVER_DS1_1 ID (hexadecimal) 0x10 
Transmitter CAN2CAN_BMS_GW Cycle time 1000ms 
Receiver DS1 DLC 8 bytes 






























































































































Table B.29:  BMS_2_CHARGER_OVER_DS1_1 layout  
U_MAX_CHARGE_LIMIT_BMS:  Maximum allowable charging voltage set in the BMS. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.1 0 [V] 
I_MAX_CHARGE_LIMIT_BMS:  Maximum allowable charging current set in the BMS 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.1 0 [A] 
FLAG_CHARGER_ENABLED_BMS Shows if the Charger is Enabled. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit - Unsigned 0 Enabled Disabled 
BMS_2_CHARGER_OVER_DS1_2 
This message is multiplexed. Every 1000ms a message is sent with only one of the pages 
that are shown in the following tables. Therefore, the information contained in one page is 
updated only every 5 seconds. 
Message Name BMS_2_CHARGER_OVER_DS1_2 ID (hexadecimal) 0x11 
Transmitter CAN2CAN_BMS_GW Cycle time 1000ms 
Receiver DS1 DLC 8 bytes 
PAGE 1 
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PAGE 1 
U_MAX_CHARGE_LIMIT_BMS_MULT1:  Maximum allowed charging voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.1 0 [V] 
I_MAX_CHARGE_LIMIT_BMS_MULT1:  Maximum allowed charging current. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.1 0 [A] 
FLAG_CHARGER_ENABLED_BMS This flag shows if the Charger is Enabled. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit - Unsigned 0 Enabled Disabled 
I_MAX_DISCHCUR_LIMIT_BMS_MULT1:  Maximum allowable charging current set in the BMS 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 10 0 [A] 
PAGE 2 
Q_BAT_NOMINAL_BMS_MULT2:  Nominal Battery Power. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.1 0 [Ah] 
Q_BAT_BMS_MULT2:  Actual battery Power. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.1 0 [Ah] 
U_CELL_MAX_LIMIT_BMS_MULT2:  Maximum allowable single cell voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 1 0 [mV] 
N_CELLS_BMS_MULT2:  Number of cells in the battery pack. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 1 0 [-] 
PAGE 3 
U_CELL_MAX_BMS_MULT3:  Maximum measured cell voltage (maximum value of the 30 
cells). 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 1 0 [mV] 
U_CELL_MIN_BMS_MULT3:  Minimum measured cell voltage (minimum value of the 30 cells). 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 1 0 [mV] 
U_CELL_MIN_LIMIT_BMS_MULT3:  Minimum allowable cell voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 1 0 [mV] 
FLAG_CELL_UNDERVOLTAGE_BMS_ 
MULT3: 
This flags activates when at least one cell voltage is below the 
limit specified in U_CELL_MIN_LIMIT_BMS_MULT3. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert 
FLAG_CELL_OVERVOLTAGE_BMS_ 
MULT3: 
This flags activates when at least one cell voltage is over the 
limit specified in U_CELL_MAX_LIMIT_BMS_MULT2. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert 
PAGE 4 
U_BAT_HV_BMS_MULT4:  Output Voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.1 0 [V] 
I_BAT_HV_BMS_MULT4:  Output Current. 
Universität Stuttgart
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Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.1 0 [A] 
SOC_BMS_MULT4:  State of Charge of the Battery in percentage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 1 0 [%] 
T_MODULE_MAX_BMS_MULT4:  Maximum measured battery cell temperature. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 1 -100 [ºC] 
T_MODULE_MIN_BMS_MULT4:  Minimum measured battery cell temperature. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 1 -100 [ºC] 
PAGE 5 
N_CELLS_BMS_MULT5:  Number of cells in the battery pack. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.1 0 [V] 
ALL PAGES 
PAGE_BMS:  Contains the value of each page of the multiplexed message: 1 for page 1, 2 for page 2, and so on. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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BMS_BROADCAST1 
Message Name BMS_BROADCAST1 ID (hexadecimal) 0x20 
Transmitter CAN2CAN_BMS_GW Cycle time 1000ms 
Receiver DS1 DLC 8 bytes 




























































































































Table B.31:BMS_2_CHARGER_OVER_DS1_1 layout 
U_BAT_HV_BMS_BC1:  HV battery voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.1 0 [V] 
I_BAT_HV_BMS_BC1:  Maximum allowable charging current set in the BMS 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.1 0 [A] 
SIGN_I_BMS_BC1: Shows if the battery is charging or discharging. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit - Unsigned 0 Charging Discharging 
T_MODULE_MAX_BMS_BC1:  Maximum allowable charging current set in the BMS 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.1 0 [A] 
SOC_BMS_BC1:  Maximum allowable charging current set in the BMS 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.1 0 [A] 
FLAG_CELL_OVERVOLTAGE_ 
BMS_BC1: 
Alerts when there is at least once cell over the minimum cell 
voltage limit. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (48) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert 
FLAG_CELL_UNDERVOLTAGE_ 
BMS_BC1: 
Alerts when there is at least once cell below the minimum cell 
voltage limit. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (49) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert 
FLAG_PEAK_DISCHG_CURRENT_ 
BMS_BC1: Alerts when there is current peak discharge over the limit. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (50) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert 
FLAG_MODULE_OVERTEMP_ 
BMS_BC1: Alerts when battery module overtemperature is detected. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (51) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert 
FLAG_COM_FAILURE_BMS_BC1: Alerts when a communication failure between BMS and Battery pack is detected. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
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BMS_BROADCAST2 
Message Name BMS_BROADCAST2 ID (hexadecimal) 0x21 
Transmitter CAN2CAN_BMS_GW Cycle time 1000ms 
Receiver DS1 DLC 8 bytes 





























































































































Table B.32: BMS_2_CHARGER_OVER_DS1_1 layout. 
U_BAT_HV_BMS_BC2:  HV battery voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.1 0 [V] 
U_CELL_MAX_BMS_BC2:  Battery cells maximum measured voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 1 0 [mV] 
U_CELL_MIN_BMS_BC2:  Battery cells minimum measured voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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BMS_BROADCAST3 
Message Name BMS_BROADCAST3 ID (hexadecimal) 0x22 
Transmitter CAN2CAN_BMS_GW Cycle time 1000ms 
Receiver DS1 DLC 8 bytes 



























































































































Table B.33: BMS_2_CHARGER_OVER_DS1_1 layout  
SOC_BMS_BC3:  SOC battery pack. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 1 0 [%] 
T_MODULE_MAX_BMS_BC3:  Maximum battery cells measured temperature. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 1 -100 [ºC] 
T_MODULE_MIN_BMS_BC3:  Minimum battery cells measured temperature. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 1 0 [mV] 
N_CELL_MAX_U_BMS_BC3:  Number of battery cells with the maximum measured voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 1 0 [-] 
N_CELL_MIN_U_BMS_BC3:  Number of battery cells with the minimum measured voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 1 0 [-] 
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DS1_2_CHARGER 
Message Name DS1_2_CHARGER ID (hexadecimal) 0x100 
Transmitter DS1 Cycle time 50ms 
Receiver DS2, DS_ILEA, BT_CANLINK DLC 8 bytes 





























































































































Table B.34: BMS_2_CHARGER_OVER_DS1_1 layout. 
U_CHARGER_REF:  Charger Reference Voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Unsigned 0 0.1 0 [V] 
I_CHARGER_REF:  Charger Reference Current. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Unsigned 0 0.1 0 [A] 
FLAG_CHARGER_ENABLED: Flag that activates when charger is enabled. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (32) - Unsigned 0 Disabled Enabled 
FLAG_ONBC_CTRL:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (33) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert 
FLAG_DISCHARGE:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (39) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert 
FLAG_CHARGER_CTRL_LOOP_ 
TOUT _EV: 
Flag is active when there is a timeout in the control loop when 
communicating with charging stations. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (56) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert (Timeout) 
CHARGER_CTRL_COUNTER:  Counter that controls the communication with charging stations. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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CHARGER_2_DS1 
Message Name CHARGER_2_ DS1 ID (hexadecimal) 0x110 
Transmitter DS2 or DS_ILEA or BT_CANLINK Cycle time 10ms 
Receiver DS1 DLC 8 bytes 













































































































Table B.35:BMS_2_CHARGER_OVER_DS1_1 layout. 
U_CHARGER_OUT:  Charger Reference Voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Unsigned 0 0.1 0 [V] 
I_CHARGER_OUT:  Charger Reference Current. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Unsigned 0 0.1 0 [A] 
FLAG_HARDWARE_FAILURE_ 
CHARGER: 
Flag that activates when there is a hardware failure in a 
charging station. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (32) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert(Failure) 
FLAG_OVERTEMP_CHARGER: This Flag activates when an overtemperature is detected on the charger. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (33) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert 
FLAG_INPUT_VOLTAGE_ERROR_ 
CHARGER:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (34) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert 
FLAG_STARTING_STATE_CHARGER:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (35) - Unsigned 0 ON OFF 
FLAG_COM_FAILURE_CHARGER: This Flag activates when a communication failure between 
car and charging station is detected. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (36) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert (Failure) 
FLAG_I_CHARGER_OUT_SIGN: Indicates the sign of the current 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (39) - Unsigned 0 Positive Negative 
FLAG_CHARGER_CTRL_LOOP_ 
TOUT _CHGR: 
Flag is active when there is a timeout in the control loop when 
communicating with charging stations. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (56) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert (Timeout) 
CHARGER_CTRL_COUNTER:  Counter that controls the communication with charging 
stations. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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CHARGER_2_DS1_2 
Message Name CHARGER_2_DS1_2 ID (hexadecimal) 0x111 
Transmitter DS2, DS_ILEA, BT_CANLINK Cycle time 100ms 
Receiver DS1 DLC 8 bytes 




























































































































Table B.36: BMS_2_CHARGER_OVER_DS1_1 layout. 
U_MAX_CHARGER_OUT:  Charger maximum voltage output. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Signed 0 0.1 0 [V] 
I_MAX_CHARGER_OUT_POS:  Charger maximum positive current output. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Signed 0 0.1 0 [A] 
I_MAX_CHARGER_OUT_NEG:  Charger  maximum negative current output. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Unsigned 0 0.1 0 [A] 
ETA_CHARGER:  Comentar. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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CHARGER_2_BMS_OVER_DS1 
Message Name CHARGER_2_BMS_OVER_DS1 ID (hexadecimal) 0x120 
Transmitter DS1 Cycle time 100ms 
Receiver CAN2CAN_BMS_GW DLC 8 bytes 






























































































































Table B.37: BMS_2_CHARGER_OVER_DS1_1 layout. 
U_CHARGER_OUT_2_BMS:  Charger Reference Voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.1 0 [V] 
I_CHARGER_OUT_2_BMS:  Charger Reference Current. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.1 0 [A] 
FLAG_HW_FAILURE_CHARGER_ 
2_BMS: 
Flag that activates when there is a hardware failure in a 
charging station. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (32) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert(Failure) 
FLAG_OVERTEMP_CHARGER_2_ 
BMS: 
This Flag activates when an overtemperature is detected on 
the charger. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (33) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert 
FLAG_IN_VOLT_ERROR_CHARGER_ 
2_BMS:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (34) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert 
FLAG_START_STATE_CHARGER_2_ 
BMS:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (35) - Unsigned 0 ON OFF 
FLAG_COM_FAILURE_CHARGER_2_ 
BMS: 
This Flag activates when a communication failure between 
car and charging station is detected. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
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ILEA_ONBOARD_2_ILEA_OFFBOARD 
Message Name ILEA_ONBOARD_2_ILEA_OFFBOARD ID (hexadecimal) 0x200 
Transmitter DS_ILEA Cycle time 10ms 
Receiver BT_CANLINK DLC 8 bytes 






























































































































Table B.38: ILEA_ONBOARD_2_ILEA_OFFBOARD layout. 
ILEA_OFFBOARD_2_ILEA_ONBOARD 
Message Name ILEA_OFFBOARD_2_ILEA_ONBOARD ID (hexadecimal) 0x210 
Transmitter BT_CANLINK Cycle time 10ms 
Receiver DS_ILEA DLC 8 bytes 
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DS1_2_CS_SESSION_CTRL 
Message Name DS1_2_CS_SESSION_CTRL ID (hexadecimal) 0x250 
Transmitter DS1 Cycle time 100ms 
Receiver BT_CANLINK DLC 8 bytes 






























































































































Table B.40: DS1_2_CS_SESSION_CTRL layout. 
USER_ID:  User identifier. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [-] 
USER_PASSWORD:  User password. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [-] 
FLAG_LOGOUT: Vehicle rises this flag to logout the system . 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (48) - Unsigned 0 Logged in Logged out 
FLAG_SESSION_CTRL_LOOP_TOUT_ 
EV: 
Activates when a timeout in the Communication between 
vehicle and charging station is detected on the Charging 
Station side. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (56) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert (Timeout) 
SESSION_CTRL_COUNTER:  Counter that controls if there is a good communication between charging station and Electric Vehicle. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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CS_2_DS1_SESSION_CTRL 
Message Name CS_2_DS1_SESSION_CTRL ID (hexadecimal) 0x251 
Transmitter BT_CANLINK Cycle time 100ms 
Receiver DS1 DLC 8 bytes 






























































































































Table B.40: CS_2_DS1_SESSION_CTRL layout. 
SESSION_ID:  Session identifier. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [-] 
CREDITS:  Session available Credits. (values between -300€ and 300€) 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 -300 [Euro] 
FLAG_ID_OR_PW_ERROR: Warns about User ID or Password error.  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (48) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert (Error) 
FLAG_FAILURE_CS: Activates when there is a failure in the Charging Station. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (49) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert (Failure) 
FLAG_SESSION_CTRL_LOOP_TOUT_ 
CS: 
Activates when a timeout in the Communication between 
vehicle and charging station is detected on the Charging 
Station side. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (56) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert (Timeout) 
SESSION_CTRL_COUNTER:  Counter that controls the proper communication between Charging Station and Electric Vehicle. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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DS1_2_CS_SETUP_CTRL 
Message Name DS1_2_CS_SETUP_CTRL ID (hexadecimal) 0x260 
Transmitter DS1 Cycle time 100ms 
Receiver BT_CANLINK DLC 8 bytes 






























































































































Table B.41: DS1_2_CS_SETUP_CTRL layout. 
CHARGING_ACTIVE: .  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (0) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert 
PROXIMITY_EV: Alerts the Electric Vehicle has been detected. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (1) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert (detected) 
START_CHARGING: .  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (2) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert (Start) 
STOP_CHARGING: Alerts the charging is stopped. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (3) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert (Stop) 
CHARGING_COMPLETED: Alerts the charging is complete. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (5) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert (complete) 
SCHUKO_SELECTED: Schuko charging mode selected. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (8) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert (selected) 
MENNEKES_SELECTED: Mennekes charging mode selected. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (9) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert (selected) 
AC_PHOENIX_SELECTED: AC Phoenix charging mode selected. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (10) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert (selected) 
DC_PHOENIX_SELECTED: DC Phoenix charging mode selected. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (11) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert (selected) 
INDUCTIVE_SELECTED: Inductive charging mode selected. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (12) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert (selected) 
STANDARD_TARIFF_SELECTED: Standard tariff selected. 
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1 bit (16) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert (selected) 
GREEN_TARIFF_SELECTED: Green tariff selected. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (17) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert (selected) 
GRID_FEEDBACK_SELECTED: Grid Feedback selected. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (18) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert (selected) 
SMS_NOTIFICATION_SELECTED: SMS notification selected. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (19) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert (selected) 
GRID_FEEDBACK_SUPPORTED: Grid feedback is supported. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (20) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert (supported) 
CHARGING_DAYS_SELECTED:  Selected charging days. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
4 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [days] 
CHARGING_MINUTES_SELECTED:  Selected charging minutes. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
4 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [min] 
CHARGING_HOURS_SELECTED:  Selected charging hours. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [h] 
TARGET:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
15 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [-] 
TARGET_CALCS:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (55) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert 
FLAG_SETUP_CTRL_LOOP_TOUT_ 
CS: Activates when control loop Timeout is in setup mode. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (56) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert (Setup) 
SETUP_CTRL_COUNTER:  Counter that controls the proper communication between Charging Station and Electric Vehicle. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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CS_2_DS1_SETUP_CTRL 
Message Name CS_2_DS1_SETUP_CTRL ID (hexadecimal) 0x261 
Transmitter BT_CANLINK Cycle time 100ms 
Receiver DS1 DLC 8 bytes 






























































































































Table B.42: CS_2_DS1_SETUP_CTRL layout. 
CHARGING_ACTIVE: .  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (0) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert 
PROXIMITY_EV: Alerts the Electric Vehicle has been detected. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (1) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert (detected) 
START_CHARGING: .  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (2) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert (Start) 
STOP_CHARGING: Alerts the charging is stopped. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (3) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert (Stop) 
SCHUKO_SELECTED: Schuko charging mode selected. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (8) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert (selected) 
MENNEKES_SELECTED: Mennekes charging mode selected. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (9) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert (selected) 
AC_PHOENIX_SELECTED: AC Phoenix charging mode selected. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (10) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert (selected) 
DC_PHOENIX_SELECTED: DC Phoenix charging mode selected. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (11) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert (selected) 
INDUCTIVE_SELECTED: Inductive charging mode selected. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (12) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert (selected) 
STANDARD_TARIFF_SELECTED: Standard tariff selected. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (16) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert (selected) 
GREEN_TARIFF_SELECTED: Green tariff selected. 
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1 bit (17) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert (selected) 
GRID_FEEDBACK_SELECTED: Grid Feedback selected. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (18) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert (selected) 
SMS_NOTIFICATION_SELECTED: SMS notification selected. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (19) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert (selected) 
CHARGING_DAYS_SELECTED:  Selected charging days. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
4 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [days] 
CHARGING_MINUTES_SELECTED:  Selected charging minutes. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
4 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [min] 
CHARGING_HOURS_SELECTED:  Selected charging hours. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [h] 
TARGET:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
15 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [-] 
FLAG_SETUP_CTRL_LOOP_TOUT_ 
CS: Activates when control loop Timeout is in setup mode. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (56) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert (Setup) 
SETUP_CTRL_COUNTER:  Counter that controls the proper communication between Charging Station and Electric Vehicle. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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CANSAS2_1 
Message Name CANSAS2_1 ID (hexadecimal) 0x300 
Transmitter CANSAS2 Cycle time 100ms 
Receiver DS1 DLC 8 bytes 




























































































































Table B.43: CANSAS2_1 layout. 
I_HEATER_HV:  Heater HV measured current. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Signed 0 0.00678189 0 [A] 
I_HEATER_PUMP:  Heater pump measured current. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Signed 0 0.00678189 0 [A] 
I_DCDC_HV:  DC / DC HV side measured current. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Signed 0 0.00678189 0 [A] 
I_DCDC_LV:  DC / DC LV side measured current. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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CANSAS2_2 
Message Name CANSAS2_2 ID (hexadecimal) 0x310 
Transmitter CANSAS2 Cycle time 100ms 
Receiver DS1 DLC 8 bytes 




























































































































Table B.44: CANSAS2_2 layout. 
I_AC:  AC measured current. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Signed 0 0.00678189 0 [A] 
I_BAT_LV:  Battery LV measured current. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Signed 0 0.00678189 0 [A] 
I_DEV_LV:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Signed 0 0.00678189 0 [A] 
I_VACUUM_PUMP:  Vacuum pump measured current. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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DS2_1 
Message Name DS2_1 ID (hexadecimal) 0x400 
Transmitter DS2 Cycle time 10ms 
Receiver DS1 DLC 8 bytes 



























































































































Table B.45: DS2_1 layout. 
 
U_BAT_HV_DS2:  Battery output voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.01 0 [V] 
U_CELL_MIN_DS2:  Minimum battery single cell voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Motorola Unsigned 2.4 0.0055 2.4 [V] 
U_CELL_MAX_DS2:  Maximum battery single cell voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Motorola Unsigned 2.4 0.0055 2.4 [V] 
U_CELL_MAX_DELTA_DS2:  Maximum Voltage difference between battery cells voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.005 0 [V] 
T_MEASUREMENT_BOARD_DS2: Temperature of the 2
nd
 dSPACE MicroAutobox measurement 
board. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 




 dSPACE MicroAutobox Measurement status. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (56) - Unsigned 0 OFF ON 
FLAG_STATUS_DS2: 2nd dSPACE MicroAutoBox Status. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
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DS2_2 
Message Name DS2_2 ID (hexadecimal) 0x410 
Transmitter DS2 Cycle time 10ms 
Receiver DS1 DLC 8 bytes 
























































































































Table B.46: DS2_2 layout. 
U_CELL_01:  Battery cell 01 voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Motorola Unsigned 2.4 0.0055 2.4 [V] 
U_CELL_02:  Battery cell 02 voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Motorola Unsigned 2.4 0.0055 2.4 [V] 
U_CELL_03:  Battery cell 03 voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Motorola Unsigned 2.4 0.0055 2.4 [V] 
U_CELL_04:  Battery cell 04 voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Motorola Unsigned 2.4 0.0055 2.4 [V] 
U_CELL_05:  Battery cell 05 voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Motorola Unsigned 2.4 0.0055 2.4 [V] 
U_CELL_06:  Battery cell 06 voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Motorola Unsigned 2.4 0.0055 2.4 [V] 
U_CELL_07:  Battery cell 07 voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Motorola Unsigned 2.4 0.0055 2.4 [V] 
U_CELL_08:  Battery cell 08 voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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DS2_3 
Message Name DS2_3 ID (hexadecimal) 0x420 
Transmitter DS2 Cycle time 10ms 
Receiver DS1 DLC 8 bytes 
























































































































Table B.47: DS2_3 layout. 
U_CELL_09:  Battery cell 09 voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Motorola Unsigned 2.4 0.0055 2.4 [V] 
U_CELL_10:  Battery cell 10 voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Motorola Unsigned 2.4 0.0055 2.4 [V] 
U_CELL_11:  Battery cell 11 voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Motorola Unsigned 2.4 0.0055 2.4 [V] 
U_CELL_12:  Battery cell 12 voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Motorola Unsigned 2.4 0.0055 2.4 [V] 
U_CELL_13:  Battery cell 13 voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Motorola Unsigned 2.4 0.0055 2.4 [V] 
U_CELL_14:  Battery cell 14 voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Motorola Unsigned 2.4 0.0055 2.4 [V] 
U_CELL_15:  Battery cell 15 voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Motorola Unsigned 2.4 0.0055 2.4 [V] 
U_CELL_16:  Battery cell 16 voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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DS2_4 
Message Name DS2_4 ID (hexadecimal) 0x430 
Transmitter DS2 Cycle time 10ms 
Receiver DS1 DLC 8 bytes 
























































































































Table B.48: DS2_4 layout. 
U_CELL_17:  Battery cell 17 voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Motorola Unsigned 2.4 0.0055 2.4 [V] 
U_CELL_18:  Battery cell 18 voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Motorola Unsigned 2.4 0.0055 2.4 [V] 
U_CELL_19:  Battery cell 19 voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Motorola Unsigned 2.4 0.0055 2.4 [V] 
U_CELL_20:  Battery cell 20 voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Motorola Unsigned 2.4 0.0055 2.4 [V] 
U_CELL_21:  Battery cell 21 voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Motorola Unsigned 2.4 0.0055 2.4 [V] 
U_CELL_22:  Battery cell 22 voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Motorola Unsigned 2.4 0.0055 2.4 [V] 
U_CELL_23:  Battery cell 23 voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Motorola Unsigned 2.4 0.0055 2.4 [V] 
U_CELL_24:  Battery cell 24 voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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DS2_5 
Message Name DS2_5 ID (hexadecimal) 0x440 
Transmitter DS2 Cycle time 10ms 
Receiver DS1 DLC 8 bytes 
























































































































Table B.49: DS2_5 layout. 
U_CELL_25:  Battery cell 25 voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Motorola Unsigned 2.4 0.0055 2.4 [V] 
U_CELL_26:  Battery cell 26 voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Motorola Unsigned 2.4 0.0055 2.4 [V] 
U_CELL_27:  Battery cell 27 voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Motorola Unsigned 2.4 0.0055 2.4 [V] 
U_CELL_28:  Battery cell 28 voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Motorola Unsigned 2.4 0.0055 2.4 [V] 
U_CELL_29:  Battery cell 29 voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Motorola Unsigned 2.4 0.0055 2.4 [V] 
U_CELL_30:  Battery cell 30 voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Motorola Unsigned 2.4 0.0055 2.4 [V] 
N_CELL_MIN_U_DS2:  Number of battery cells with minimum voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 1 0 [-] 
N_CELL_MAX_U_DS2:  Number of battery cells with maximum voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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CANSAS3_1 
Message Name CANSAS3_1 ID (hexadecimal) 0x500 
Transmitter CANSAS3 Cycle time 200ms 
Receiver DS1 DLC 8 bytes 




























































































































Table B.50: CANSAS3_1 layout. 
T_BAT1:  Battery Temperature. Sensor 1. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Signed 0 0.0150932 0 [ºC] 
T_BAT2:  Battery Temperature. Sensor 2. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Signed 0 0.0150932 0 [ºC] 
T_BAT3:  Battery Temperature. Sensor 3. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Signed 0 0.0150932 0 [ºC] 
T_BAT4:  Battery Temperature. Sensor 4. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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CANSAS3_2 
Message Name CANSAS3_2 ID (hexadecimal) 0x510 
Transmitter CANSAS3 Cycle time 200ms 
Receiver DS1 DLC 8 bytes 




























































































































Table B.51: CANSAS3_2 layout. 
T_BAT5:  Battery Temperature. Sensor 5. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Signed 0 0.0150932 0 [ºC] 
T_BAT6:  Battery Temperature. Sensor 6. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Signed 0 0.0150932 0 [ºC] 
T_BAT7:  Battery Temperature. Sensor 7. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Signed 0 0.0150932 0 [ºC] 
T_BAT8:  Battery Temperature. Sensor 8. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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CANSAS3_3 
Message Name CANSAS3_3 ID (hexadecimal) 0x520 
Transmitter CANSAS3 Cycle time 200ms 
Receiver DS1 DLC 8 bytes 




























































































































Table B.52: CANSAS3_3 layout. 
T_BAT9:  Battery Temperature. Sensor 9. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Signed 0 0.0150932 0 [ºC] 
T_BAT10:  Battery Temperature. Sensor 10. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Signed 0 0.0150932 0 [ºC] 
T_BAT11:  Battery Temperature. Sensor 11. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Signed 0 0.0150932 0 [ºC] 
T_BAT12:  Battery Temperature. Sensor 12. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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DS1_2_CS_ACTUAL_BROADCAST 
Message Name DS1_2_CS_ACTUAL_BROADCAST ID (hexadecimal) 0x600 
Transmitter DS1 Cycle time 100ms 
Receiver BT_CANLINK DLC 8 bytes 




























































































































Table B.53: DS1_2_CS_ACTUAL_BROADCAST layout. 
 
ACTUAL_TRANSFERED_ENERGY_ 
EV:  Actual transferred Energy in the Electric Vehicle. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Signed 0 0.01 0 [kWh] 
ACTUAL_ENERGY_EV:  Actual Energy in the Electric Vehicle.. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Signed 0 0.01 0 [kWh] 
ACTUAL_SOC_EV:  Actual Battery State Of Charge in the Electric Vehicle. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Unsigned 0 0.01 0 [%] 
ACTUAL_RANGE_EV:  Actual range of the Electric Vehicle. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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DS1_2_CS_TARGET_BROADCAST 
Message Name DS1_2_CS_TARGET_BROADCAST ID (hexadecimal) 0x601 
Transmitter DS1 Cycle time 100ms 
Receiver BT_CANLINK DLC 8 bytes 




























































































































Table B.54: DS1_2_CS_TARGET_BROADCAST layout. 
TARGET_CREDITS_EV:  Target credits in the Electric Vehicle. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Signed 0 0.01 0 [Euro] 
TARGET_ENERGY_EV:  Target Energy in the Electric Vehicle.. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Signed 0 0.01 0 [kWh] 
TARGET_SOC_EV:  Target Battery State Of Charge in the Electric Vehicle. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Unsigned 0 0.01 0 [%] 
TARGET_RANGE_EV:  Target range of the Electric Vehicle. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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CS_2_DS1_ACTUAL_BROADCAST 
Message Name CS_2_DS1_ACTUAL_BROADCAST ID (hexadecimal) 0x610 
Transmitter BT_CANLINK Cycle time 100ms 
Receiver DS1 DLC 8 bytes 



























































































































Table B.55: CS_2_DS1_ACTUAL_BROADCAST layout. 
ACTUAL_TRANSFERED_ENERGY_ 
CS:  Actual transferred Energy from Charging Station. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Signed 0 0.01 0 [kWh] 
ACTUAL_AVAILABLE_REGEN_ 
POWER:  Actual Energy in the Electric Vehicle.. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [W] 
ACTUAL_REGENERATIVE_ 
PORTION:  Actual Battery State Of Charge in the Electric Vehicle. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
14 bits Intel Unsigned 0 0.01 0 [%] 
ACTUAL_GRID_FEEDBACK_ 
REQUEST: Selection of feedback request. 
Length Format Type Initial value Value 0 Value 1 Value 2 Value 3 
2 bit (46-47) - Unsigned 0 Low Medium High - 
ACTUAL_CHARGING_HOURS:  Actual charging hours. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [h] 
ACTUAL_CHARGING_DAYS:  Actual charging days. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
4 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [days] 
ACTUAL_CHARGING_MINUTES:  Actual charging minutes. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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CS_AC_BROADCAST 
Message Name CS_AC_BROADCAST ID (hexadecimal) 0x611 
Transmitter BT_CANLINK Cycle time 100ms 
Receiver DS1 DLC 8 bytes 





















































































































Table B.56: DS1_2_CS_AC_BROADCAST layout. 
MENNEKES_SUPPORTED: Displays if Mennekes charger is supported.  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (0) - Unsigned 0 Not Supported Supported 
MENNEKES_CURRENT: Mennekes selected current. 
Length Format Type Initial value Value 0 Value 1 Value 2 Value 3 
2 bit (1-2) - Unsigned 0 16 A 32 A 63 A -- 
MENNEKES_PHASES: Mennekes selected phases. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (3) - Unsigned 0 1 Phase 3 Phases 
SCHUKO_SUPPORTED: Displays if Schuko charger is supported.  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (4) - Unsigned 0 Not Supported Supported 
SCHUKO_CURRENT: Schuko selected current. 
Length Format Type Initial value Value 0 Value 1 Value 2 Value 3 
2 bit (5-6) - Unsigned 0 16 A 32 A 63 A - 
AC_GRID_FEEDBACK: Displays if Grid Feedback is supported. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (8) - Unsigned 0 Not Supported Supported 
PHOENIX_AC_SUPPORTED: Displays if Phoenix AC Charger is supported. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (12) - Unsigned 0 Not Supported Supported 
PHOENIX_AC_CURRENT: Phoenix AC selected current. 
Length Format Type Initial value Value 0 Value 1 Value 2 Value 3 
2 bit (13-14) - Unsigned 0 16 A 32 A 63 A - 
PHOENIX_AC_PHASES: Mennekes selected phases. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (15) - Unsigned 0 1 Phase 3 Phases 
RESERVED_MINUTES_SCHUKO:  Schuko reserved charging minutes (0-55). 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
4 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [min] 
PORT_NR_SCHUKO:  Schuko port number (0-15). 
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4 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [-] 
RESERVED_HOURS_SCHUKO:  Schuko reserved charging hours (0-255). 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [h] 
RESERVED_MINUTES_MENNEKES:  Mennekes reserved charging minutes (0-55). 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
4 bits Intel Unsigned 0 5 0 [min] 
PORT_NR_ MENNEKES  Mennekes port number (0 – 15). 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
4 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [-] 
RESERVED_HOURS_ MENNEKES:  Mennekes reserved charging hours (0 – 255). 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [h] 
RESERVED_MINUTES_ PHOENIX_AC:  Phoenix AC reserved charging minutes (0-55). 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
4 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [min] 
PORT_NR_ PHOENIX_AC:  Phoenix AC port number (0-15). 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
4 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [-] 
RESERVED_HOURS_PHOENIX_AC:  Phoenix AC reserved charging hours (0-255). 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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CS_DC_BROADCAST 
Message Name CS_DC_BROADCAST ID (hexadecimal) 0x612 
Transmitter BT_CANLINK Cycle time 1000ms 
Receiver DS1 DLC 8 bytes 

























































































































Table B.57: CS_DC_BROADCAST layout. 
PHOENIX_DC_SUPPORTED: Displays if Phoenix DC Charger is supported. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (0) - Unsigned 0 Not Supported Supported 
DC_GRID_FEEDBACK: Displays if DC Grid Feedback is supported. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (8) - Unsigned 0 Not Supported Supported 
MAX_SUPPORTED_POWER_ 
LEVEL:  Maximum supported power level. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
7 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1000 0 [W] 
MAX_SUPPORTED_VOLTAGE_ 
LEVEL:  Maximum supported voltage level. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Intel Unsigned 0 5 0 [V] 
MAX_SUPPORTED_CURRENT_ 
LEVEL:  Maximum supported current level. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Intel Unsigned 0 5 0 [A] 
RESERVED_MINUTES_PHOENIX_ 
DC: Phoenix DC reserved charging minutes (0-55). 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
4 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [min] 
PORT_NR_PHOENIX_DC:  Phoenix DC port number (0-15). 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
4 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [-] 
RESERVED_HOURS_PHOENIX_ 
DC: Phoenix DC reserved charging hours (0-255). 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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CS_INDUCTIVE_BROADCAST 
Message Name CS_INDUCTIVE_BROADCAST ID (hexadecimal) 0x613 
Transmitter BT_CANLINK Cycle time 1000ms 
Receiver DS1 DLC 8 bytes 



























































































































Table B.58:  CS_INDUCTIVE_BROADCAST layout. 
INDUCTIVE_SUPPORTED: Displays if Inductive Charger is supported. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (0) - Unsigned 0 Not Supported Supported 
INDUCTIVE_GRID_FEEDBACK: Displays if Inductive Grid Feedback is supported. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (8) - Unsigned 0 Not Supported Supported 
MAX_SUPPORTED_POWER_ 
LEVEL:  Maximum supported power level. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
7 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1000 0 [W] 
RESERVED_MINUTES_ 
INDUCTIVE: Inductive charger reserved charging minutes (0-55). 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
4 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [min] 
PORT_NR_ INDUCTIVE:  Inductive charger port number (0-15). 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
4 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [-] 
RESERVED_HOURS_ 
INDUCTIVE: Inductive charger reserved charging hours (0-255). 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 





RESERVED_HOURS_ INDUCTIVE  
RESERVED_MINUTES_ INDUCTIVE  
Universität Stuttgart
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CS_TARIFF_BROADCAST 
Message Name DS1_2_CS_SETUP_CTRL ID (hexadecimal) 0x614 
Transmitter BT_CANLINK Cycle time 100ms 
Receiver DS1 DLC 8 bytes 
































































































































Table B.59: DS1_2_CS_SETU_CTRL layout. 
STANDARD_TARIFF:  Standard electric tariff cost. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
15 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 1 0 [Cent/kWh] 
STANDARD_TARIFF_SUPPORTED: Alerts the standard tariff is supported. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (8) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert (supported) 
GREEN_TARIFF:  Green electric tariff cost. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
15 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 1 0 [Cent/kWh] 
GREEN_TARIFF_SUPPORTED: Alerts the Green tariff is supported. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (24) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert (supported) 
GRID_FEEDBACK_TARIFF:  Grid Feedback electric tariff cost. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
15 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 1 0 [Cent/kWh] 
GRID_FEEDBACK_TARIFF_ 
SUPPORTED: Alerts the Grid Feedback tariff is supported. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
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B.4 INVERTER CAN Network 
  DS2_2_INVERTER_1 
Message Name DS2_2_INVERTER_1 ID (hexadecimal) 0x100 
Transmitter DS1 Cycle time 50 ms 
Receiver Inverter_GW DLC 8 bytes 































































































































Table B.60: DS2_2_INVERTER_1 Layout  
FW_BASE_SPEED:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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INVERTER_2_DS1_1 
Message Name INVERTER_2_DS1_1 ID (hexadecimal) 0x110 
Transmitter Inverter_GW Cycle time 50 ms 
Receiver DS1 DLC 8 bytes 




























































































































Table B.61: INVERTER_2_DS1_1 layout. 
MOTOR_RPM:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Signed 0 1 0 [rpm] 
THROTTLE_COMMAND:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Signed 0 0.003052 0 [%] 
BRAKE_COMMAND:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Signed 0 0.003052 0 [%] 
MOTOR_TORQUE:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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INVERTER_2_DS1_2 
Message Name INVERTER_2_DS1_2 ID (hexadecimal) 0x111 
Transmitter Inverter_GW Cycle time 50 ms 
Receiver DS1 DLC 8 bytes 




























































































































Table B.62: INVERTER_2_DS1_2 layout. 
FREQUENCY:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Signed 0 0.0167 0 [Hz] 
CURRENT_RMS:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Signed 0 0.1 0 [A (rms)] 
MOTOR_TEMPERATURE:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Signed 0 0.1 0 [ºC] 
CONTROLLER_TEMPERATURE:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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INVERTER_2_DS1_3 
Message Name INVERTER_2_DS1_3 ID (hexadecimal) 0x112 
Transmitter Inverter_GW Cycle time 50 ms 
Receiver DS1 DLC 8 bytes 




























































































































Table B.63: INVERTER_2_DS1_3 layout. 
FREQUENCY:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Signed 0 0.0167 0 [Hz] 
CURRENT_RMS:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Signed 0 0.1 0 [A (rms)] 
MOTOR_TEMPERATURE:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Signed 0 0.1 0 [ºC] 
CONTROLLER_TEMPERATURE:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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B.5 ONBC CAN Network 
ONBC_IN_1 
Message Name BMS_2_CHARGER_OVER_DS1_1 ID (hex) 0x1806E5F4 
Transmitter DS2 (Gateway) Cycle time 1000ms 
Receiver ONBC DLC 8 bytes 
Byte 0 7 MSB 6  5  4  3  2  1  0  















































































































Table B.64: BMS_2_CHARGER_OVER_DS1_1 layout. 
U_MAX_CHARGE_LIMIT:  Maximum allowable charging voltage set in the BMS. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.1 0 [V] 
I_MAX_CHARGE_LIMIT:  Maximum allowable charging current set in the BMS 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.1 0 [A] 
FLAG_CHARGER_ENABLED: Shows if the Charger is Enabled. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
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ONBC_OUT_1 
Message Name ONBC_OUT_1 ID (hex) 0x1806E6F4 
Transmitter ONBC Cycle time 1000ms 
Receiver DS2 (Gateway) DLC 8 bytes 






























































































































Table B.65:: ONBC_2_BMS_1 layout. 
U_ONBC_OUT  Charger Reference Voltage. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.1 0 [V] 
I_ONBC_OUT:  Charger Reference Current. 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.1 0 [A] 
FLAG_HARDWARE_FAILURE_ONBC: Flag that activates when there is a hardware failure in a 
charging station. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (32) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert(Failure) 
FLAG_OVERTEMP_ONBC: This Flag activates when an overtemperature is detected on the charger. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (33) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert 
FLAG_INPUT_VOLTAGE_ERROR_ 
ONBC::  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (34) - Unsigned 0 No Alert Alert 
FLAG_STARTING_STATE_ONBC:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (35) - Unsigned 0 ON OFF 
FLAG_COM_FAILURE_ONBC: This Flag activates when a communication failure between 
car and charging station is detected. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
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B.6 SMART_CAN 
EDG: Electronic Diesel Control Unit 
Kombi: Speedometer and main console 
ABS_ESP:  ESP control unit 
SAM: fuse box control unit 
ESP_RADDREHZAHL 
Message Name ESP_RADDREHZAHL ID (hex) 0x80 
Transmitter ABS_ESP Cycle time 20ms 
Receiver Kombi, EDG, SMART_GW DLC 8 bytes 




























































































































Table B.66: ESP_RADDREHZAHL layout. 
F_R:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.5 0 [rpm] 
F_L:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.5 0 [rpm] 
R_R:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.5 0 [rpm] 
R_L:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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ESP_BREMSE 
Message Name ESP_BREMSE ID (hex) 0x90 
Transmitter ABS_ESP Cycle time 20ms 
Receiver Kombi, EDG, SMART_GW DLC 8 bytes 






























































































































Table B.67: ESP_BREMSE layout. 
Anzeige_ABS:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (0) - Unsigned 0 Aus (off) Ein (on) 
Bremslichtschalter:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (2) - Unsigned 0 Aus (off) Ein (on) 
Anzeige_ESP: Mennekes selected phases. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (6) - Unsigned 0 Aus (off) Ein (on) 
Anzeige_ESP_blinkt: Displays if Schuko charger is supported.  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (7) - Unsigned 0 Aus (off) Ein (on) 
Geschwindigkeit:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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ESP_LENKUNG 
Message Name ESP_LENKUNG ID (hex) 0xC2 
Transmitter ABS_ESP Cycle time 10ms 
Receiver Kombi, EDG, SMART_GW DLC 8 bytes 






























































































































Table B.68: ESP_LENKUNG layout. 
Lenkwinkel:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Intel Unsigned 0 0.04375 0 [º] 
Lenkwinkel_re_li:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (15) - Unsigned 0 link (left) rechts (right) 
Lenkwinkel_Rate:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Intel Unsigned 0 0.04375 0 [º/s] 
Lenkwinkel_Rate_re_li: Mennekes selected phases. 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
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ECU_GETRIEBE 
Message Name ECU_GETRIEBE ID (hex) 0x190 
Transmitter EDG Cycle time 20ms 
Receiver Kombi, SMART_GW DLC 8 bytes 




























































































































Table B.69: ESP_GETRIEBE layout. 
Gang:  Gear display 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [-] 
Anzeige_Batterie: Battery display 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (9) - Unsigned 0 Aus (off) Ein (on) 
Anzeige_Vorgluehen: Preheater display 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (13) - Unsigned 0 Aus (off) Ein (on) 
Anzeige_Motorkontrolle: Engine control display 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (14) - Unsigned 0 Aus (off) Ein (on) 
Anzeige_Oeldruck: Oil pressure display 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (15) - Unsigned 0 Aus (off) Ein (on) 
Anzeige_Drehzahlmesser:  Revolutions display 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Intel Unsigned 0 25 0 [1/min] 
Tankfuellstand:  Fuel Tank level 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 1 0 [-] 
Motortemperatur:  Engine Temperature 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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 ESP_BESCHLEUNIGUNG 
Message Name ESP_BESCHLEUNIGUNG ID (hex) 0x208 
Transmitter ABS_ESP Cycle time 20ms 
Receiver EDG, KOMBI, SMART_GW DLC 8 bytes 




























































































































Table B.70: ESP_BESCHLEUNIGUNG layout. 
MMOTSE_EIN:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (10) - Unsigned 0 Aus (off) Ein (on) 
MMOTSR_EIN:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (11) - Unsigned 0 Aus (off) Ein (on) 
TM_AUS:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (12) - Unsigned 0 Aus (off) Ein (on) 
ESP_OK:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (13) - Unsigned 0 Aus (off) Ein (on) 
ESP_AUS:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (13) - Unsigned 0 Aus (off) Ein (on) 
MMOTSR:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.04375 0 [-] 
MMOTSE:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 -40 [ºC] 
toggle:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (9) - Unsigned 0 Aus (off) Ein (on) 
AY_B:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.1 -12.7 [m/s2] 
AY_mess:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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LICHT 
Message Name LICHT ID (hex) 0x220 
Transmitter SAM Cycle time 20ms 
Receiver EDG, KOMBI, SMART_GW DLC 8 bytes 




























































































































Table B.71: LICHT layout. 
Tuer_Fahrer_zu: Driver door closed 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (0) - Unsigned 0 Offen (open) Geschlossen (closed) 
Handbremse: Hand brake 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (1) - Unsigned 0 Aus (off) Ein (on) 
Anlasserrelais: Starter relay 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (2) - Unsigned 0 Aus (off) Ein (on) 
Blinker_rechts: Right indicator 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (4) - Unsigned 0 Aus (off) Ein (on) 
Blinker_links: Left indicator 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (5) - Unsigned 0 Aus (off) Ein (on) 
Stand_Licht: Status light 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (6) - Unsigned 0 Aus (off) Ein (on) 
Tuer_Beifahrer_zu: Passenger door closed 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (7) - Unsigned 0 Offen (open) Geschlossen (closed) 
Klima:  Air conditioning 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
2 bits Motorola Signed 0 1 0 [-] 
Lueftung: Ventilator 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (10) - Unsigned 0 Aus (off) Ein (on) 
Heckscheibenheizung: Rear window defroster 
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (11) - Unsigned 0 Aus (off) Ein (on) 
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Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
24 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 1 0 [km] 
KI_LENKRADSCHALTUNG 
Message Name KI_LENKRADSCHALTUNG ID (hex) 0x23A 
Transmitter EDG Cycle time 25ms 
Receiver Kombi, SMART_GW DLC 8 bytes 































































































































Table B.72: KI_LENKRADSCHALTUNG layout. 
Gewindigkeit_2:  Speed 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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ECU_DREHZAHL_ETC 
Message Name ECU_DREHZAHL_ETC ID (hex) 0x300 
Transmitter EDG Cycle time 20ms 
Receiver ABS_ESP, SMART_GW DLC 8 bytes 






















































































































Table B.73: ECU_DREHZAHL_ETC layout. 
Drehzahl_2:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Intel Unsigned 0 25 0 [1/min] 
Gang_eingelegt:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
4 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [-] 
Gang_vorgewhlt:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
4 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [-] 
Kupplung:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
6 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [-] 
FCOD:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [-] 
MSR_Q:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (48) - Unsigned 0 Aus (off) Ein (on) 
ASR_Q:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
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 ECU_MOTOR 
Message Name ECU_MOTOR ID (hex) 0x310 
Transmitter EDG Cycle time 20ms 
Receiver ABS_ESP, SMART_GW DLC 8 bytes 


























































































































Table B.74: ECU_MOTOR Layout. 
Motormoment:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Intel Unsigned 0 25 0 [Nm] 
Auch_ Motormoment:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [Nm] 
Min_ Motormoment:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [Nm] 
Max_ Motormoment:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [Nm] 
Vorgabemoment:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [Nm] 
Gaspedal:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Intel Unsigned 0 0.4 0 [%] 
NMOTQ:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (48) - Unsigned 0 0 1 
ZVW_Q:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
1 bit (49) - Unsigned 0 0 1 
 Gang_N_R_1:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
3 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [-] 
Bremsschalter:  
Length Format Type Initial value Flag Value 0 Flag Value 1 
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KI_KOMBIINSTRUMENT 
Message Name KI_KOMBIINSTRUMENT ID (hex) 0x515 
Transmitter Kombi Cycle time 500ms 
Receiver EDG, SMART_GW DLC 7 bytes 













































































































Table B.75: KI_KOMBIINSTRUMENT Layout. 
Aussentemp:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 -40 [ºC] 
Tageskilometer_515:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
24 bits Intel Unsigned 0 1 0 [km] 
Tankinhalt:   
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
8 bits Intel Unsigned 0 0.5 0 [liter] 
 ESP_WERTAUSGABE 
Message Name ESP_WERTAUSGABE ID (hex) 0x785 
Transmitter ESP_ABS Cycle time 1000ms 
Receiver SMART_GW DLC 8 bytes 






























































































































Table B.76: ESP_WERTAUSGABE Layout. 
Diagnose_Bremsdruck:  Brakes pressure diagnosis 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
16 bits Motorola Unsigned 0 0.015 0 [bar] 
Diagnose_Bremse:  Brakes diagnosis 
Length Format Type Initial value Factor Offset Units 
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C PowerPAC software upgrade 
To upgrade the PowerPAC with the modified CAN messages the file must be used:  
eSmartCAN_110721_12_69_2_eSmartCAN 3-24 Uni STR.exe 
Following are the steps that must be followed to upgrade the software on the    
PowerPAC: 
1) In first place the actual parameters must be saved on a computer using the "1314-
4401 PC Programming Station (OEM)" software. It is recommended to print them 
out on paper using the same software.  
2) Run the PowerPAC update program "eSmart xxxxxx.exe". It will unzip itself, then 
start a loader program (Curtis Instruments - WinVCL Downloader for project 
eSmart). 
3) In this program, first choose the correct COM-Port (the same that has been used 
with the 1314 program) under:  "Comms" > "Set Com Port"-. 
4) Then click onto "Flash". To flash the new software onto the Curtis controller. 
5) Still in the VCL Downloader , click on "Defaults" and "Update user defaults". 
6) Now exit the VCL Downloader program. 
7) And turn on the ignition of the car to restart the Curtis controller. 
8) Check the software version either on the Curtis 840 Display, or with the "1314-
4401 PC Programming Station (OEM)" software. It should now show 3.24 version. 
9) Then start again the "1314-4401 PC Programming Station (OEM)" software to 
manually enter all the parameters again. 
10) Once more, save the parameters onto a computer, and print them out for 
reference. 
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Important notes:  
• DO NOT try to copy the saved parameter files onto the controller, because the 
structure of the parameters has changed.  
• All the system parameters, like the motor data, or the slip-gain-parameter, are not 
altered by the update, so it is not necessary to do an autotune again. 
